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Abstract: In this paper we present findings based on the design and study of a game like
activity that allows for physical and bodily interaction around abstract concepts like energy
and energy consumption in a collaborative learning setting. The game, called Weather Gods
and Fruit Kids, uses motion sensing technologies in combination with tactile and audio
feedback to create an embodied interactive setting without computer screens. We analyze and
discuss the properties of the interactive setting as well as the interactions with and around the
system using characteristics such as multiple modalities of response, large space interaction
and aspects of focus and attention. The work suggests that alternative pedagogical activities
can be created providing new entries to theoretical concepts using an embodied interaction
approach. In particular it may support kinesthetic learners in their preference to learn by being
physically engaged.

Introduction
The use of physical and tangible objects has been a longstanding approach in design of technology for learning.
A common argument both in learning technology design and human-computer interaction has been that physical
interaction supports making abstract notions more concrete and easy to grasp (Ullmer & Ishii, 2000). A more
recent trend is to design for interaction and experiences that involve bodily action and movement in a more
significant way than by only introducing tangible interaction elements. This trend is sometime referred to as
whole body interaction. Letting people engage in interactions using their whole bodies provides way to let
people have new forms of experiences with technology that could not be achieved in a traditional hand-eye
interaction styles.
In this paper we explore a game like activity called the Weather Gods and Fruit Kids designed for
bodily interaction and kinesthetic learning in a school setting. The technology is designed to support children to
interactively experience consumption, preservation and creation of energy, by sensing and responding to
different aspects of the children‟s movements. Here we will present the design of the game, the design
explorations leading up to it and some key outcomes from a study of children using the game.
Bodily interaction and the involvement of body and movement to interact with technology is an
important part in the shift towards so-called post-WIMP interfaces. It concerns how by moving away from the
traditional mouse and keyboard interaction we can allow for a richer, more multifaceted way of interacting with
technology. By opening up the interaction space to include our full body we make use of a bigger range of our
perceptual resources to make sense and understand the world (Klemmer et al., 2006). A range of recent work in
HCI has addressed how bodily interactions and experiences should be understood and designed for, examples
include focus on the felt aspects of experiences (Larssen et al., 2007) and approach of designing for the aesthetic
dimension of physical experiences (Schiphorst, 2009). To understand such processes of experience some
researchers have taken inspiration from physical activities with non-digital devices such as golf and
skateboarding, or even horseback riding in order to outline key dimensions of physical experiences (see
Tholander & Johansson, 2010; Höök, 2010).
The focus of the findings presented here is on the different ways children use their bodies in the
interaction, the kind of experiences they have, and the role the technology plays in these processes. In the
analysis presented we use the three themes from the analysis by Jonsson et al. on interactive spaces for physical
interaction; (i) the role of the embodied performance for others; (ii) the role of the physical space in the
interaction, and (iii) the role of device specific qualities in the unfolding of the interaction (Jonsson et al., 2009).

Background
There are the numerous explorations of technology that illustrate new ways of increasing bodily involvement in
interaction, such as the Lega device for leaving physical traces of experiences at an art hall (Laaksolahti et al.,
2010) , the eMoto system for bodily emotional expression (Sundström et al. 2007), BodyBeats for dance-based
music creation (Zigelbaum et al., 2006), BodyBug the interactive movement partner (Moen, 2005) and the
emotion and movement controlled game Emroll (Zangouei et al., 2010). Bodily ways of interacting have also
grown commercially and become particularly popular in computer games. This includes an array of dancing and

sports games. For instance in Dance Dance Revolution where the player follow a sequence of instructions by
dancing on a sensor mat, in WiiSports sports where the player performs movements mimicking those required in
real games of bowling, boxing, tennis, or in music games like Guitar Hero and Rock Band where the player acts
out pieces of music by playing on replicas of real instruments. These technical developments have drawn
attention to the need to further understand people‟s interaction and experiences with bodily engaging
technology, as well as to the interplay between physical, social and digital aspects of our experiences.
Issues of physicality, materiality, and social space are central in research on embodied interaction,
pervasive computing and tangible interfaces, in which the particular physical manifestation of a computational
artifact and its consequences for people‟s interaction and learning with and through the artifact is commonly
brought to discussion (Hornecker & Buur 2006; Klemmer et al., 2006). These issues are also becoming
increasingly relevant for design of collaborative technology for learning (Price, Sheridan et al., 2010) through
the emphasis on how cognitive processes are deeply intertwined with and dependent upon our physical bodies
and our relations to the material and physical properties of our social world. We experience and make sense of
the world by moving in it, by exploring new situations through bodily interaction and with the material, physical
and social surroundings (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Säljö, 2000). Thus, new interactive technologies that support
mobile, bodily, and social activities beyond the desktop setting enable a shift both in the development of new
forms of user interactions and experiences, as well as new tools to be used in learning activities. This aligns with
much CSCL research as not being only the study of how people interact and learn with designed artifacts, but
also the study and design of the situations in which efficient learning is taking place (Price & Rogers, 2004).
This paper presents findings from our close collaboration with an elementary school in Stockholm,
where we made use of bodily interaction in a kinesthetic learning context. This ongoing collaboration started in
large parts due to their pedagogical planning, their continuous use of technology in the classrooms and their
extensive work with different learning styles (Dunn & Dunn, 1992). The work presented here falls within the
area of so called kinesthetic learning, which is about how we understand and learn through bodily interactions
and through moving in the world. The learning styles perspective starts out from the idea that different persons
have different preferences with respect to how they engage in pedagogical activities. Out of the different
learning styles adopted by the school, the teachers were most challenged to find ways of supporting the
kinesthetic learners. A person characterized as primarily “kinesthetic” learn best by incorporating their entire
body and movement in the learning process and these persons often have problems sitting still in one place and
might prefer dramatizing and learning by doing or acting out. This acknowledgement of the importance of the
tactile and kinesthetic dimensions fits well with recent research on tangible user interfaces and the emerging
bodily interaction field as described above. In a previous study with the school we explored how learning
situations can be created in mixed digital and physical settings, and how the properties of the respective media
can be utilized to support exploration and learning (Ahmet et al., 2011). With the Weather Gods and Fruit Kids
game, we continue this work by exploring how abstract notions of energy and energy consumption can be
turned into something that can be experienced and interacted with in a physical manner using your body and
movement.

The Weather Gods and Fruit Kids Game
The game Weather Gods and Fruit Kids is a result of a design process involving three previous workshops, one
involving school teachers, and two where the children were introduced to the concept of energy in various ways.
The purpose of the first workshop was to find a concept for the children to explore through kinesthetic
learning. Three teachers together with two members in the project group had a brainstorming session around
some preliminary ideas. The teachers would reflect on suggestions for each of the ideas, and how they could be
incorporated into their own respective teaching subjects where they themselves had difficulties incorporating
kinesthetic dimensions. After numerous suggestions, the concept of consumption, charging and preservation of
energy through using bodily movement was chosen.
The second workshop was designed as a bodystorming session with 20 children, to explore alternative
pedagogical activities involving motion sensors and energy consumption. The children wore plastic stickers
attached on arms and legs (see Figure 1), simulating sensors that would detect their energy consumption. The
estimated energy consumption was then visualized on a computer screen and was reflected on during and/or
after each exercise. The exercises involved throwing a large and small ball where the children would observe
and compare the visualization of their respective energy consumption levels, moving to mimic a set of pictures
(like a kite, snake or basket ball) and moving according to specific movement types, such as slow motion,
robotic movement and big and round movements. The aim of the workshop was to simulate, rather ambiguously
but in a simple manner, what it means to consume energy. Through different types of movements involving
different body parts with varied intensity and strength, the children would at times comment on each other‟s
movements and how it could be that certain movement types required more energy and why energy levels could
at times differ from their own expectations.

In the third workshop the children were equipped with real sensors that would actually estimate their energy
consumption. Ten children in groups of two were equipped with Nintendo Wii Remotes, nicknamed Wii Motes,
on one arm and one leg. While performing a number of exercises they were encouraged to hypothesize and
think about the outcomes from the exercises they were undertaking: i) running vs. walking where the children
would firstly eat a slice of apple and then either run or walk while observing on a computer screen the type of
activity that “consumed” the eaten apple the fastest, ii) the children would operate a lamp and a fan, while
observing which appliance would run the longest on the approximate energy amount found in the slice of apple
they had previously eaten, iii) moving to charge a „smart battery‟ while listening to audio and vibration as
feedback, the children would try to find the movement patterns that triggered a rhythmic sound from the Wii
Motes. In this workshop, as well as the previous one, the use of sensors, simple visualizations and exercises
were not meant to provide the perfect setting nor the correct procedures for analyzing e.g. energy consumption
in real life but were designed to spur discussions with the children about the subject energy.

Figure 1. Workshop 2 (left) with fake sensor and wizard of oz prototype. Workshop 3 (right) attaching Wii
Motes to arms and legs to detect movement and energy consumption
In the two workshops with the children, we found that although the children were exploring consumption and
preservation of energy, they did it in a very controlled and structured manner. The activities did not contain
much free exploration and experimentation around the concepts. The most striking result from these workshops
was however how much the presence of a computer screen affected and restricted the movements in the room as
well as the interaction between the children. Based on these findings we decided to continue with the relation
between body and energy, but in a more self-contained activity were the technology would restrict the activity
in the room as little as possible. From these requirements we ended up with an idea of a game activity without
computer screens taking place in a large space like a gym hall.

The Game
The Weather Gods and Fruit Kids game engage four players to compete against each other in pairs by
physically moving about in a large space, a gym hall, and simulating the generation, consumption and
preservation of energy (see Figure 2). All players wear Wii Motes attached to one arm and one leg. The
objective of the two fruit kids is to collect fruit cards that are spread out around an obstacle course, while not
touching the ground. The motion sensors on the arms and legs of the players are used to estimate the amount of
energy consumed when moving around the track. If not moving carefully, the players will run out of energy and
thus lose the game. By collecting fruit and bringing it to their „nest‟ they will refill their energy levels.
The opposite team, the weather gods, tries to obstruct the fruit kids by stealing their energy. By
engaging in various magic dances, they charge energy that can when accumulated be released in the form of
thunder and lightning (by pressing a button on the arm-mounted Wii Mote), which will reduce the energy level
of the fruit kids. Moving around on a stage placed next to the obstacle course, the gods have a good view of
where the fruit kids are and their actions. Rather than performing specific gestures or steps the weather gods
interaction is designed for free flowing movement of a specific type: Big & Fast, Slow-motion and Robotic. In
Big & Fast mode the movement is free but needs to be large and quick, in Slow-motion the movements need to
be slow, smooth and continuous while in Robotic the motion should be very sharp, edgy and staccato. If the
fruit kids manage to collect all the fruit without running out of energy they will replace the weather gods, and
can be challenged by a new team of fruit kids.
The design was inspired by three of the interactional qualities introduced by Tholander & Johansson
for whole body interaction: connecting to the physical space, harmonizing modalities and open-ended response
(Tholander & Johansson, 2010). To allow for a head-up interaction (Soute et al., 2009), giving the player the
possibility to freely explore movements in the physical space and be part of and aware of the larger activity in
the hall, the interaction was designed specifically to not occupy the player‟s full attention, e. g. by visual
feedback on a screen. Instead, to allow for a continuous attention to the activity and each other, harmonizing
modalities was chosen in the form of vibration and audio feedback to support their understanding of their status

in the game. The Nintendo Wii technology was used for motion sensing as well as for tactile vibration feedback
both for weather gods and the fruit kids. The current energy level of a fruit kid is represented as individual
feedback through the use of vibration pulses with varying frequency; high energy - high frequency vibration and
vice versa. For the weather gods the response was designed to be semi open-ended to allow for individual
interpretation by the player, and no specific instructions were given on how to know when enough energy had
been accumulated. The vibration would indicate whether the user's current body motion was the expected one,
by vibrating at a regular time interval. Consequently, a lack of vibration could alert the user that the right dance
style is not being danced.
Different forms of audio feedback was also used in the game, e.g. to inform when the fruit kids were
out of energy, when lightning was thrown or when fruit cards were collected and new energy had been charged.
All these sounds were provided through shared speakers that all players would hear. Individual sound feedback
was also provided to the weather gods through the Wii Motes on the arms to indicate whether they were
performing the indicated movement type. These sounds were very faint and were mostly only perceived by the
bearer of the Wii Mote. The only visual feedback provided by the system was through a light flash that would
light up the room whenever lightning was thrown by the weather gods. The researchers played no active role in
the game other than indicating a change of dance style to the weather gods by holding up large signs from the
tech booth situated inside a smaller room adjacent to the game area.

Figure 2. The game field with fruit kids‟ obstacle course and the weather gods‟ stage created in a gym hall.

Study and Method
Eleven children between the ages of 9 to 11 participated in the study. The study began with a sum up of the two
previous workshops, an introduction to the game and a warm up session with playfully moving about according
to the three weather god dances. Four children at a time would play the game while the others were observing
on the side. A total of six game sessions were played followed by semi-structured interviews with questions
formulated to gather qualitative data on how the activity was perceived, the purpose and also of the
understanding of the underlying discussions around the concept of energy. The interviews and the game
sessions were video recorded, with one camera filming an overview of the hall and the second filming the stage.

Findings
The particular focus of the findings presented here is on the different ways children use their bodies in the
interaction, the kind of experiences they have, and the role the technology plays in these processes. The analysis
is framed around the three themes presented by Jonsson et al. on design of spaces for embodied performance.
The themes were adapted to the analysis of the interaction and learning in and around the Weather Gods and
Fruit Kids game. The themes were interpreted and viewed upon in the following way; Embodied performance
refers to how the activities take place in an open space without computer screens as dominating source of
interaction with the participants. We also focused on the communicative function of different actions in the
game, of how the actions performed by the actors in the game were not only directed towards the system and/or
the game, but also played a performative role, directed more towards the other players and the spectators. The
role of the physical space refers to how the configuration of the physical setting affects and restricts the
interaction in numerous ways. The role of the physical space becomes especially interesting in this case since
the interactive system is situated in a gym hall, which not only provided a large space for interaction and
performance but also a space where the children are accustomed to moving and bodily ways of playing. Device
specific qualities refer to how the properties of interaction devices and objects shape how the overall system and
the game as a whole is perceived and interacted with. A particularly prominent aspect was how the setting and
the devices encouraged the children to put significant efforts into interacting with the partner, the surrounding
and the co-players rather than the technology. The findings are presented below, divided into each theme.

Embodied Performance and Experience
When performing the different weather god dances, the children were observed moving their bodies and
different body parts equally much, with no specific emphasis on the arm or leg with the Wii Motes attached.
Although instructed that the Wii Motes would sense and pick up their movement, they did not move that arm or
leg more than the other; instead their whole bodies were involved and engaged. In a sense they were doing more
than needed of movement, with the focus on the dance rather than the Wii Mote. In most cases with the weather
gods the Wii Motes were just there, not dictating their movement or focus but was rather an extension of the
body, creating an embodied experience and augmenting the child‟s ability to interact in the game. The children
had done the same movement types in the previous third workshop, but had then moved in a more controlled
and smaller manner. In the game however, when performing the very same movement types, they did so in a
much more elaborate and free way. The game setting and its context, with the Wii Motes and the beforehand
decided dances, seemed to give the children a frame within which it was allowed to play out and move in
strange ways. While waiting for their game to start, one pair of weather gods would try out the different
movement types and mimic shooting out a „flash‟ by aiming with their arms out towards the fruit kids tracks.
One pair pretended to be hit by each other‟s flashes by shaking their bodies and laughing. In this warm-up some
couples would also rehearse movements to do later on in the game, like one pair doing a skier-movement. The
freedom of how to move brought out the element of choreography in how many weather gods came up with
their own movements.
While on stage, some weather gods were seen making weird, tricky and complicated movements
involving the whole body from snaking with the head, twirling their fingers around and letting the experience be
seen also in their facial expressions (see Figure 3). One pair doing the robotic dance made „sch-sch‟ sounds to
go with their movement, when trying to get into a rhythm. The freedom space in the game context seemed to
allow for the children to tailor their own individual experience of really getting into the movement. This
embodied experience was also shown in how many gestures and actions were exaggerated, for example the
sending off of a „flash‟. The action was described as pushing a button on the Wii Mote, but on stage during the
game the weather gods were seen to be in a more embodied state with not only pressing the button, but instead
using their whole body to aim with the arm fully stretched out forward from the shoulder. Some were even
squinting with their eyes as if looking through a riflescope to aim the flash (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. (Left and middle) Weather gods getting into the grove of moving, acting out with the whole body, and
(right) aiming with the whole body to shoot a flash.

The Role of the Physical Space
In the whole body interaction in large space as a gym hall, the interaction space could be seen as divided into
personal, near and far space. Firstly the weather gods would interact with their Wii Motes within their own
personal space, their bodily sphere. One weather god moving in Robotic style was constantly changing the gaze
of his eyes with sharp movement with the head to different directions showing how the interaction allowed for
zooming out from what was happening in the surroundings and opened up for zooming in on the own personal
experience and expression of the movement.
The second interaction space, the near space, included the fellow weather god on the stage. Despite the
relative large open space, the weather gods tended to move around close to each other. When interacting in
body-to-body style, i.e. doing fake hitting movements at each other in slow-motion, the closeness was natural
but was also observed when moving freely but following each other around. When moving this close to each
other they would also at times affect the movement space of the other person and hence also this persons
movements (see Figure 4). E.g. one pair moving close by each other in slow motion was seen to adjust their
bodies around each other with one moving her torso to make room for the other persons arm to slice through
that personal space.
Lastly the stage was part of the larger gym hall space, and situated very close to the fruit kids. The
children on stage would mostly have their focus on each other or on their own movement. Sometimes however,

events would make them become aware of the far-space. For example at one point the weather gods were
looking only at each other but when hearing the loud „eat‟-sound, meaning a fruit kid had collected a fruit card
and had raised his/her energy level, they looked up at the fruit kids. Then one of the weather god girls tapped the
other one of the shoulder, said something in a low voice where after they both started moving more intensely to
generate more energy. Many weather god pairs also talked about waiting for the fruit kids to get new energy
from fruit cards before they sent off a flash, showing how the interaction allowed them to stay aware of the
surrounding environment, what was happening out on the fruit kids track, despite their at times deep dive into
the movement and their personal sphere.

Figure 4. Two weather gods influencing each other‟s movement space when doing a fake hitting action in the
slow-motion dance.
Similar behavior was also seen with the fruit kids where in most situations they had their eyes on their own
search for fruit cards. However, a sudden flash thrown by the weather gods made one fruit kid pair look up,
where after they both started moving at a quicker pace (see Figure 5). They would jump down and almost run
into their nest instead of calmly moving about as when they started the game. Despite the fact that they knew
that moving in a faster manner will make them loose more energy, it was over ridden by the time pressure of
getting their fruit cards to raise their energy level. In another session both fruit kids started to hurry up their pace
after throwing glances at the stage where the weather gods were getting ready to fire off a flash.
Another example of becoming aware of far space happened when one weather god pair changed dance
style into Big & Fast and started their beforehand rehearsed skier-movement, suddenly making a lot of thuds
and noise on stage. One fruit kid on a path very close to the stage then started to move in a more hurried way.
Prior to this, she had moved in a controlled and slow manner, to conserve her energy, but the loudness of
movement from the stage made her look up and then move faster (see Figure 5). For the fruit kids, the
importance of their role was to find a balance between movement and pace, in order to balance consumption and
preservation of energy. While they were focused on finding and retrieving fruit cards to their nest, they would
consider the implications of moving too fast (naturally leading to them consuming energy) and moving too slow
(and becoming the targets of the weather gods‟ lightning).
Generally throughout the sessions both weather gods and fruit kids focus was observed to be mainly on
the personal and near space but how the children spoke of their opponents in the game also shows how they did
have a connection to the environment, that the interaction with the technology did not hijack their focus from
being aware of their surroundings. Sound announcements from the speakers as well as noise from large
movements on stage, did also alert the players to look up and observe the other team.

Figure 5. (Left and middle) Fruit kids keeping an eye on the weather gods before and while a flash, and (right)
fruit kid becoming aware of the game situation by the loudness of movement from the weather gods.

Device Specific Qualities of Interaction
The vibration from the Wii Motes to the weather god‟s movement was an open-ended response, and no
instructions were given as to when and how it would feel when enough energy was loaded to send off a flash.
When asked how they knew that they had enough energy to send off a flash, one weather god said: ”When it
had a very high pulse”, showing with one hand over the wrist where the Wii Mote was attached. Another God
said that when “it was shaking much” they would alert each other through a code-word to coordinate to send off
a flash. Sometimes the technology was not working properly, with the Wii Motes not being active, but those
weather gods would find interesting ways to work around the tech gap, with one child saying “I didn‟t feel

anything from mine, but I heard that Otto‟s was going on like this” as to how he would hear the vibrations of his
partner‟s Wii Mote as a cue for sending off a flash. Even though this was a discrete sound it apparently caught
the attention despite the surrounding noise. This personal feedback became a joint feedback in between the
weather gods and helped them coordinate their actions.
For fruit kids it was rather the absence of vibration that caught their attention. When asked what was a
bit challenging in gameplay, they said “One felt when there was little left, and if one wasn‟t back in the nest
then I thought „I have to hurry‟ and started moving faster but then I thought „no, I have to take it slow
otherwise…”, showing how also the absence or the very weak vibration feedback made them notice and become
aware of their status in the game. The low volume sound emitted from the The Wii Motes of the weather gods
was an open-ended response. One child said “And then there were these tiny clicking sounds, when one was
doing the right movement” about how he interpreted it as doing the right movement type. This was a rather faint
sound (as the Wii Mote speakers did not allow a strong sound) and thus became more of a personal feedback.
When basing our interaction on the familiar Wii technology we were half expecting to see some
children just shaking the Wii Motes to generate energy instead of moving according to dance styles. Contrary to
this though, the children were in most cases moving as if the Wii Motes were not there, e. g. when acting as a
robot and mimicking it with their whole bodies. Those times when it did come into focus were situations when
the technology did not work or the Wii Motes fell out of the attachments to the body. Also the participants
seemed to be aware of the Wii Motes more in the very beginning of their game. One fruit kid began to hold the
arm where the Wii Mote was attached rather stiff through the track, but as the game progressed the movements
became more smooth and he would move freely also with the Wii Mote arm. Even the weather gods would
check that they were securely fastened but when the game progressed they would move more as one entity with
the Wii Mote, rather than focus on it. From the weather gods there was a natural focus on our tech booth as they
would receive cues for changing dance style by us holding up a sign. Yet they would aim to shoot a flash at the
fruit kids and not towards our tech booth where the loudspeaker and the flashing lamp was situated.
In the interviews, the experience of the vibration feedback on the skin did mostly arise as a topic when
describing different peak situations, such as almost being out of energy or being ready to fire off a flash. Fruit
kid players did not speak specifically of the healthy high pulse that meant they were doing fine and had energy
to take them through the tracks, but talked about being aware of it when the pulse grew weak and the energy
started to run out. The loud audio feedback from the speakers would make the children look up and make them
aware of changes in the game. When waiting in line to play, the children would observe the games and as the
session progressed they learned tactics of how to move to win. But when asked what they understood when they
were observing, one boy said “one didn‟t know how it felt” and his friend “and how fast one could move before
it ran out”, in support of how the vibration feedback actually did help them understand their status in the game.

Discussion and Conclusions
The gym hall setting for the activity and our choice of using several different modalities had the effect that there
were no obvious points of focus for shared information about the status of the game. Even though based on and
dependent on technology, the activity became to a certain extent de-coupled from the computer system. Instead
of focusing on the technology, the different groups had their focus on their immediate activity and movement
and would from time to time update themselves by looking around or be made aware of the overall status in the
game by audio cues and events happening out in the hall. The system provided feedback and information in
multiple modalities: personal feedback in terms of on the skin vibration, joint sound feedback in the near space,
and public feedback through audio and light. The effect of designing open-ended vibration and sound feedback
yielded personal interpretation and enabled an individual experience. The vibration feedback proved to be a
strong indicator and was most noticeable when situations reached some kind of emergency limit, e.g. when
energy ran low and the pulse grew weak, suggesting that the healthy pulse remains in the periphery until its
absence is discovered. It is felt via the body, just as we are unaware of the states of our body until a change
occurs that make us consciously focus on the body part that signals the change. This suggests how feedback felt
by the body could be powerful to use for interaction in environments where the user‟s attention is highly
distributed. Specifically, it highlights how the absence of a feedback to the body can be used as a strong
response to catch a user‟s attention.
The game allowed for an element of performance in how the children would do more than needed by
the technology sensing their movement. In contrast to an earlier study of bodily interaction with a digital
artefact where the players spoke of trying to please the technology they were interacting with (Tholander &
Johansson, 2010), the children playing this game did not move just because the Wii Mote needed it but because
their experiences was built from movement and embodied interaction. It would have worked equally well to
interact with the system by only moving the Wii Mote arm and leg, but instead all children, moved their whole
bodies in rich ways. How the weather gods children would move in free, creative and engaged ways adding
facial gestures and sound effects, showed how the context of the game allowed for personal exploration a space
of freedom to tailor the activity to their own preference. These weird, exaggerated movements performed for the

pleasure of moving, shows how the activity opened up for an embodied experience with open-endedness in
interaction and response. It is also noticeable that for bodily movement interaction, the „safe zone‟ or frame for
moving created by the game, opened up the creativity space for the children to dare to explore using movement.
The large space gym hall setting for the activity gave different dimensions for experience, from
embodied interaction in the personal space to being part of the larger whole in the hall. To successfully
interchange between near and far space, the interaction should make use of both system response (like audio)
but also alerts from the real world setting (of thuds, noises, or other naturally occurring sound from other
movers in the surrounding). We argue that by adapting the interchange needed between the different spaces, it is
possible to build activities and learning environments that allow for both a rich experience of small details in the
personal space to a joint understanding of concepts in the larger whole, through both system and real world
feedback and interaction.
The aim of the project was to explore the possibilities to spur discussions in a subject through
designing for learning by using bodily movement in a large space setting. Based on the outcomes of our design
process and the game, we argue that this shows a promising approach for designing for alternative pedagogical
practices that supports in particular kinesthetic learners in their need to learn by being physically engaged.
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